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Abstract
This paper describes analysis, modeling and simulation of electrical transients for electric distribution systems. The proposed 
modeling is based on simple numerical integration called Trapezoidal integration which is able to efficiently handle some 
sophisticated calculation. In this paper, an abnormal condition is situated by simply adding a fault resistance at the fault location. 
With the proposed methods, transient behaviors of voltages and currents can be analyzed and evaluated. To demonstrate the use
of the proposed simulation, a 4-bus power system was used for test.
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1. Intodruction
Development of electro-magnetic transient programs (EMTP) for power system analysis has very long history 
and can be achieved in many different approaches. Some are direct but rather difficult, while some are quite simple 
but inaccurate. Although up-to-date commercial EMTP software is reliable and accurate to do this job, there also 
exist limitations in which some programming modification to enhance its ability to satisfy several aspects demanded 
by users is prohibited. In power system fault analysis, for example, it is very difficult to determine other quantities 
that are not provided by the software package, e.g. transient analysis [1]-[2]. In addition, such commercial software 
is very expensive.
In this paper, derivation of electrical transient models leading to generalized algorithms to simulate an abnormal 
operating condition in electrical power systems and the fault detector is proposed. To avoid complicated computation, 
simple methods are only employed. Trapezoidal integration [3]-[4] is the main numerical technique to simplify a set 
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of differential equations, which represent system transient behaviors. Fault analysis is of interest in this paper, thus 
modeling and simulation described herein is particularly focused on transient fault current calculation. For any other 
purposes, additional modification might be required. It depends on degree of accuracy and complication of systems 
under consideration.
Section 2 of this paper illustrates derivation of electrical transient modeling for each individual power system 
component that is necessary to formulate power system fault equations. Section 3 provides two methods of fault 
detector during the transient situation, which is the integration of those described in Section 2. Simulation results 
were obtained by employing 4-bus systems. The last section gives conclusion of the work.
2.  Electric distribution  Network Modeling
The proposed power network consists of four fundamental elements such as substation, feeder line, load, and 
three-phase-to ground fault. The numerical modeling for all elements is described and formulated by the nodal 
analysis method. The applied numerical method is trapezoidal rule. The final difference equations of models are very 
simple and easy to programming by any programming language.
A. Substation Modeling
The configuration of substation is shown in Fig. 1 which consist of balance three voltage source connect any bus 
.k The three phase current injected bus k is given by,
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B. Feeder Lines Modelling
The configuration of feeder line which connects bus   and bus   is shown in Fig. 2. The three phase current inject 
from bus to bus is given by,
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Fig. 1. Substation
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Fig. 2. Substation
where t' is the time step of simulation. The elements of  ,,k meq tR and  ,,k meff tR are given by Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)
respectively.
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The induced three phase voltage of feeder line inductors is given by,^ `( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ), , ,( ) ( ) ( ) ( )k m k m k m k m k mabc eff t abc abc abct t t t t t   '   'A Av R i i v (6)
C. Load Modeling
The configuration of load connects bus shown in Fig. 3. The proposed load model is consisting of resistor and 
inductor which the connection is parallel.
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Fig. 3. Shunt resistor and inductor load
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The three phase current which bus k supply to load is given by,
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The elements of ( ),
k
eq dG and 
( )
,
k
eff dG are given by Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) respectively.
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D. Three Phase Fault Modeling
This paper is only proposed the three-phase-to-ground fault case. The configuration model is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Three-phase-to-ground fault
The three phase fault current is given by,
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3. Node Current Formulation
The configuration of overall system of power network is shown in Fig. 7. When consider overall system at bus 
k , the total sum of all currents must be zero and equal to summation of equations (1), (3), (9), (12),and (13). The 
final form of system current equation can be rearranged to be simple as equation (15).
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With N buses corresponding to N independent variables, the compact matrix of equation (13) can be formed as,
   ( )kabc abcv t tG = i (12)
where G is the conductance matrix,  abcv t  is the bus voltage vector, and  ( )kabc ti is the bus current vector.c
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Fig. 5. Three-phase-to-ground fault
Elements of the matrix G  can be computed by using the following expressions,
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As can be seen, the bus voltage can be obtained by solving equation (16) and other variables can be calculated by 
their equations which related to bus voltage.
4. Simulation Results
The proposed program package is numerically simulated in a 6-MA, 22-kV, 50 Hz, 4-bus power system based 
on Fig. 6. To evaluate the performance of the proposed simulation technique with balanced three-phase system, a 6-
MA, 22-kV, 50 Hz, 4-bus power system as shown in Fig. 8 was selected and simulated. The simulation situated the 
thee-phase-to-JURXQGIDXOWDWEXV7KH WKUHHIDXOW UHVLVWDQFHRI WKH WHVWZDV7KLVDEQRUPDOFRQGLWLRQZDV
applied in a time interval of 0.1-0.3 s. According to simulation results, the substation voltage and current waveform 
of PCC as show in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
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Fig. 6. The test system.
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Fig. 7.  Feeder current of phase A to ground fault.
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Fig. 8.  Feeder current of three phase to ground fault.
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Fig. 9.  Voltage waveform of PCC.
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Fig. 10.  Current waveform of PCC.
The per-phase voltage of PCC during three phase fault is evaluated as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. During the 
time of fault (0.1 – 0.3 s), the voltage magnitude are approximately constant as the pre-fault state. According to the 
simulation results, it’s clear that the ability of proposed software package is effectiveness.
4. Conclusion
This paper proposes electrical transient modeling for power system fault analysis. It is based on simple numerical 
integration. In this paper, an abnormal condition is situated by simply adding a fault resistance at the fault location. 
With the proposed methods, transient behaviors of voltages and currents can be evaluated. The effectiveness of the 
proposed simulation is verified via the test power system. As a result, the proposed simulation has the ability to 
perform electrical transient analysis as well as the commercial EMTP software do.
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